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- [Arduino Blog » Spacecase is an escape room in a suitcase](http://www.tuxmachines.org/arduinospacecase)[2]

  Escape rooms can be a lot of fun, though with today’s conditions, you may instead be staying at home. As seen in the video below, the Spacecase gives you the best of both worlds as an entirely portable escape room in a box.

  The Spacecase consists of only a hard suitcase, along with a NASA tote bag. Each of these contain different elements that allow you to repair your spaceship and escape before you and your crew run out of oxygen.

- [Remotely monitor freezer temperatures with Raspberry Pi](http://www.tuxmachines.org/remote-monitor-freezer-temperatures-raspberry-pi)[3]

- [Asahi Linux progress report](http://www.tuxmachines.org/asahilinuxprogressreport)[4]

  The Asahi Linux project, which is working to build a distribution for M1-based Apple systems, has published a progress report for January and February.

- [Asahi Linux Progress Report: January / February 2021](http://www.tuxmachines.org/progressreport)[5]

  Apple Silicon Macs boot in a completely different way from PCs. The way they work is more akin to embedded platforms (like Android phones, or, of course, iOS devices), but with quite a
few bespoke mechanisms thrown in. However, Apple has taken a few steps to make this boot process feel closer to that of an Intel Mac, so there has been a lot of confusion around how things actually work. For example, did you know that Apple Silicon Macs cannot boot from external storage at all, in the traditional sense? Or that the bootloader on Apple Silicon Macs cannot show a graphical user interface at all, and that the ?Boot Picker? is in fact a full-screen macOS app, not part of the bootloader?


One of the last features from Builder I really wanted to get upstream for the 5.0 release (and the beginning of a new ABI stream) is our auto-indenter interface. It, however, was a product of the times in GTK 3 and was rather clunky by necessity.

Now that we are on GTK 4, I could significantly clean up the implementation by putting it in GtkSourceView directly.

Toggling GtkSourceView:auto-indent still does the same thing as before. However, you can now set the GtkSourceView:indenter property to your own indenter and GtkSourceView will happily use that instead.

- Amiga Forever and C64 Forever 9 are now available [7]

Remember the Commodore home computers C-64 and Amiga? Commodore hardware was highly popular back in the 80s and early 90s, but several bad business decisions brought an end to the company. Still, there are plenty of people out there that look back with fond memories, and others who may be curious about gaming or programming on these old machines.

While you can purchase C-64 and Amiga hardware and software on places such as eBay, emulation is an option as well. WinUAE is probably the best Amiga emulator out there, but it does require Kickstart ROMs to function.

One way of obtaining these ROMs legally, is to purchase the official Amiga Forever emulation package.

Amiga Forever 9 and C64 Forever 9 ship with everything that users need to get started. Both products are available in different versions.

[...]

The packages do include GNU/Linux binaries of UAE, the amiga emulator, so that emulation works on Linux as well out of the box, albeit not with the company's own Amiga Forever application.
**OSI Events: Future & Recent Appearances** [8]

Are you missing catching up with OSI at events? We miss it too! We have been staying busy with online events and hope you'll be able to stay current with us from the comfort of your home. This weekend is the 13th FOSSASIA event. FOSSASIA is an OSI Affiliate organization and this year's event takes place from March 13th to March 21st. OSI's Vice President, Hong Phuc Dang will deliver the opening keynote on Saturday.

Videos are also now available for many staff and board appearances from the last two months, including many from FOSDEM.

**Announcing New ASF Board of Directors** [9]

At The Apache Software Foundation (ASF) Annual Members' Meeting held this week, the following individuals were elected to the ASF Board of Directors:

- Bertrand Delacretaz (current Director)
- Roy Fielding (current Director)
- Sharan Foga (new Director)
- Justin Mclean (current Director)
- Craig Russell (current Director)
- Sam Ruby (current Director)
- Roman Shaposhnik (former Director)
- Sander Striker (current Director)
- Sheng Wu (new Director)

**The syslog-ng insider 2021-03: Kafka; Windows; Bastille;** [10]

This is the 89th issue of syslog-ng Insider, a monthly newsletter that brings you syslog-ng-related news.

**LibreOffice Templates- ftw!** [11]

Templates can seem daunting and overly complex as any new concept. Hopefully this series of articles will help to understand and clarify some of your worries. If you have never heard of templates or if, for any reason, you tend to avoid them- this is for you. Already working with them in your workflow? Cool, so read up and revisit some of the reasons why you rock. Templates for the win!
I am using Intel NUC as a backend for local development for like 5 months already and to summarize it all I can say that I am happy with the setup and I think that I achieved what I was willing to.